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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
ANTITRUST AND MONOPOLY SUBCOMMITTEE,

August 16, 1957.
EASTLAND,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR EASTLAND: I am transmitting herewith for the
information of the members of the Committee on the Judiciary a
report of the Antitrust and Monoly Subcommittee entitled "Petroleum, the Antitrust Laws, and Government Policies" together with
the individual minority views of Senators Dirksen and Wiley. Senator
Langer abstains from participation in this report, as he was hospitalized with a serious illness during the entire hearings.
The study of various competitive problems in the oil industry,
the Government-sponsored oil lift program, has been one
including
of the most important tasks which has confronted this subcommittee
during the past year. Extensive public hearings were held by the
subcommittee between February 5 and March 22, 1957, during which
-time the- views of integrated oil companies, independent producers
and refiners, consumers and Government officials were presented.
This report is based upon the record of these hearings and the subsequent investigation and study made by the staff.
Oil is one of the most significant industries in our entire economy.
It is vital to our national defense. Therefore, we must be particularly
that free and active competition prevails. Bevigilant to
cause of theguarantee
of
impact oil upon national and international policies it
is especially important that we guard against the dangers to competition in this country fr2m the influence of foreign cartels.
By designation of %Snator Estes Kefauver, the chairman of the
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, I acted as presiding chairman
at these hearings. Attached to this report as an appendix are the
statements of Donald P. McHugh, counsel, Gareth M. Neville, assistant counsel, Dr. Paul H. Banner, economist, and Louis Rosenman,
were presented at an open public hearing on June 12
attorney, which
to the drafting of the subcommittee report. W. B.
preparatory
Watson Snyder acted as a consultant to the subcommittee during
these hearings.
Sincerely yours,
JOSEPHj.:C. O'MAHONEY,
Presiding Chairman at the Oil Hearings.
Hon. JAMES 0.
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REPORT
[Pursuant to S. Res. 67, 85th Cong.)
The investigation initiated by the subcommittee following the closSuez Canal and the stoppage of the flow 6f oil through the
ing of thefrom
pipeline
Iraq to the Eastern Mediterranean, revealed a pattern
of joint operation and ownership among competitors which had long
characterized operations in the oil industry. The subcommittee's
the alarming implications present in the recent recomstudy disclosed
mendations of the President's Cabinet Committee to restrict oil imports into the United States through a voluntary agreement among
competitors. Theof recommendations' give Government sanction to the
import
position the major integrated companies to the detriment
of existing and potential competitors.
The major American international oil companies selected by the
executive branch of-the Government as'members of the Middle East
Committee (MEEC) to operate the oil lift program to,
Emergency
Western Europe, are defendants in the pending antitrust case which
includes charges of cartel arrangements among themselves and with
others in the importation 'of oil into the United States. Free competitive enterprise in the United State is threatened by the danger of
importation into this country of the foreign cartel system. The reinstatement and preservation of a truly competitive system in the oil
industry
requires a speedy and successful prosecution of the Oil
Cartel case. We must bring to an end the further extension of cartel
practices into the United States.
The subcommittee's study embraced various competitive problems
in the oil industry, including the effect of major oil company operations
upon consumers and independent producers, refiners, and distributors.
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Oil is a highly dynamic and complex industry. It may be divided
into various branches, namely, production
refining, transportation and
marketing. The major oil companies engage in every level of industry
from production through marketing until the product is in
activity,
the hands of the consumer. When one or more integrated companies,
through control of subsidiary and affiliated corporations, engage in
all of the various industry activities, it becomes increasingly difficult
for independents to compete. When the' power resulting from integration is abused, the survival of independents is in jeopardy.
At the producing level, independents sell cr'ide oil to refineries
owned primarily by integrated companies which also produce crude
and set the prices at which independent producers must sell. This
crude is transported through pipelines owned by these same integrated
or their affiliates. At the refining level, independents must
producerswith
integrated companies in the sale of product and at the
compete
same time, buy their crude supplies in part from these same integrated
companies. At the marketing level, both wholesale and retail,

distributors are dependent upon the majors. For real competition
to exist in this industry the independent producer must have free
access to transportation and refineries. The independent refiner
must be assured of a stable supply of crude as well as access to the
market. The independent distributor must have transportation and
a stable and unfettered source of supply from refineries.
In 1911, the Supreme Court affirmed the lower court order which
resulted in the dissolution of the original Standard Oil trust. In time
the resulting segments grew and became more powerful than the original company. Now, by reason of integrated operations of American
oil companies in foreign fields, new conditions have developed. The
oil companies iniforeign countries through'joint
expansion ofandAmerican
other
practices not prohibited by foreign antimnonopoly
ownership
laws has resulted in a new concentration of power in the oil industry.
This has been accomplished in part through the incorporation of
wholly and jointly owned firms in foreign countries and through the
use of holding companies incorporated either in this country or abroad.
for example, three of the largest American oil companies own
Thus,
about. 400 firms incorporated in foreign countries. In addition, paper
are maintained both here and abroad to be used for any
corporations
as the occasion arises. Three of the major oil companies own
purpose
more than 70 such paper corporations; nearly 30 of which are incorporated under the laws of foreign countries.
Joint ownership among competitors has been a traditional device
for expanding activities into new geographic areas. The trend in
in the domestic petroleum industry from ,a free competioperations
tive status to a series of planned, cooperative or joint'programs of a
cartelized nature is alarming. Joint ownership among:oil companies
which has longfl'ourished abroad has become increasingly common in
the ,United: States. It was noted, for example, that membersof
MEEC jointlyowned an interest in more than 100 corporations. In
addition, MEEC members owned joint interests with non-MEEC
members in 175 other corporations. The noncompetitive significance
of jointly owned companies was recently commented upon by Judge
the southern district of New York in dismissing one of the
Murphy of cases
in which the joint ownership of Caltex by Texas and
overcharge
Standard of California (Socal) was under scrutiny. Judge Murphy
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characterized the purpose of forming this jointly owned company in

these words:
All Socal and Texas did, in effect, was to agree that it
would be to their mutual advantage not to compete in certain markets.
While this subcommittee is acutely conscious of the need to limit
imports which threaten to impair the national security, the method
by the President's Cabinet Committee is unworkable and
adopted
into
the hands of the major importing companies. A voluntary
plays
involving competing importers raises serious problems of
agreement
the antitrust laws. The recommendation to establish
under
legality
a historical base has many of the earmarks of a
upon
quotas
import
traditional foreign cartel.
In the early part of August, several major- importini'companies
instituted programs for pipeline proration in theUntited States which
substantially reduced the purchases of crude from independent producers. Declines in demand for crude oil will fall upon the domestic
industry by the establishment of fixed quantitative import levels.
Reductions in demand should be borne equally by domestic production'
and imports. It is incumbent upon the executive branch to insure
that importers do not manipulate their integrated position to the
detriment of independent producers and thus defeat defense objectives.
Imports of crude oil into the United States have recently reached
an alltime high. It is a well-known fact that oil from abroad, particularly in the Middle East, is produced at much less cost than in
the continental United States. Nevertheless, this cheaply produced
sells at the same price as higher cost domestic crude
importedthecrude
fact
that excessive imports have contributed to raising
despite
crude storage stocks to an alltime high for this season of the year.
American consumers do not get the benefit of the cheaply produced
Because of the desire to maintain the world cartel
foreignforcrude.American
price oil,
importing companies are selling their products
at prices based on high-priced American crude and pocketing the rehigh profits.
sulting
It is not the intention of this subcommittee in submitting this report
to seek punishment of any oil companies. Our purpose is to analyze
the situation which has developed in order to determine what can be
done to maintain free entry into any part of the industry without being
subjected to regulation or control by any agency except that created
under the Constitution.
The subcommittee feels that the record made during the hearings
and subsequent study fully supports the following conclusions and

recommendations:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The recommendation of the President's Cabinet Committee to
restrict oil imports through voluntary agreement raises serious questions concerning the legality of such an agreement under the antitrust
laws. It has definite anticompetitive implications and tends to preserve
the market position of the international oil companies. A flat percentage cutback imposed on the major importers, predicated upon a
historical base period, perpetuates the market shares, which the
Department of Justice charged in its cartel suit against these importers
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were arrived at by illegal agreements for dividing up world markets,
The Cabinet Committee's program will discourage both new entry
and growth of smaller importers because it requires the consent and
of the dominant international oil companies who would
cooperation
have to'-hare a part of their own quotas. In addition, major importers
will be advalitaged in negotiating with
possessing high import quotas
for future concession rights to the detriment of
governments
foreign
any new or recent importers. The voluntary agreement as recommended by the' Cabinet Committee restricts only crude oil, and further
benefits the integrated international oil companies which operate
facilities abroad and which can readily shift their imports
refining
from crude oil to products.
2. The creation of the plan of action setting up MEEC, with immunity fronm the antitrust laws, was an improper delegation of essential
governmental responsibility to a group of privately owned international oil companies. These private oil companies, some of whom are
defendants in pending Government antitrust and overcharge suits,
were entrusted with administering a program in which their pecuniary
interests conflicted with the objectives sought by the Government.
In their zeal to turn over responsibility for the program to private
industry, Government officials did not appear to have given sufficient
consideration to an alternate program directly administered by the
Government.
3. The 1955 amendments to the Defense Production Act strictly
confined future voluntary agreements among industrial competitors,
in carrying out defense objectives, "to equipment used primarily by
or for the military." Congress had deemed the existing voluntary

relating to foreign petroleum supply a nonmilitary agreeagreement
ment. The plan of action with its amendments, created under the
existing agreement, exceeded the lawful scope of this agreement.
This plan of action was a device to bypass the congressional intent to
limit the use of such voluntary agreements.
4. The United States has assumed responsibilities to its allies in
Western Europe and the Middle East, as evidenced by NATO and
the Middle East resolution. The Suez crisis called for positive
Government action to insure equity toward both producing and concountries, and to guarantee that the resulting dislocations did
suming
not place undue economic burdens on these countries. In conferring
author'iy upon the' international oil companies to carry out the
MEEC program, the Government delegated responsibilities which
affected the foreign policy of the United States. The abdicavitally
tion of the obligation to meet these responsibilities to rivate corporations is inconsistent with the duty of the Executive under the Constitution to formulate and administer the foreign policy of the United
States.
5. There, was no clear showing that cooperative industry action
antitrust immunity was needed to deliver oil to Europe under
requiring
the program while the Suez Canal was blocked. In view of substantial
shipments by individual companies in November before activation of
incentive of American oil companies
MEEC, and the normal market
to protect their investments in European refineries and to serve their
customers, there is reason to believe that shipments of
Europiean
individual companies would have approximately equaled total ship-

ments made under the MEEC

program.
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19566 when the Government first began formulating
early
to
meet
a Middle East oil crisis, specific legislative authority
plans
should have been sought, thus obviating reliance upon a course of
action of doubtful legality.
7. The membership of MEEC was limited to certain major oil
6. In

operations, thus ignoring the interests of indecompanies with foreign
refiners,
distributors, and consumers, all of whom
producers,
pendent
were affected by the program. In addition, if Venezuelan residual
oil destined for industrial use in the United States had been diverted
to Europe, some of the resulting shortage in this country could have
been met or substantially alleviated by domestic coal. Nevertheless,
the executive branch did not seek the participation of the coal industry
in formulating its program to help Western Europe's fuel shortage or
even to obtain its views concerning the effects of the program. The
general public good cannot be served by delegating to one branch of
an industry responsibility for a program affecting many different
of the economy.
segments
8. The failure of MEEC companies to divert Venezuelan oil shipments from the United States to Western Europe demonstrates the
for dealing with the oil crisis
inadequacy of theaction
voluntary scheme
to the economic interest of member
when it

required
contrary
companies,
9. On May 8, 1956, the executive branch included three antitrust
safeguards in the voluntary
agreement relating to foreign petroleum
for
Government
chairman, (b) full-time staff of
providing (a)
supply,
Government employees, and (o) nondisclosure of individual company
data to competitors. The executive branch proved that it gave only
service to these antitrust safeguards when in August 1956 the plan
lip
of action creating MEEC was adopted and these safeguards were
waived.
10. In carrying out the allocation decision of OEEC, the private oil
historical patterns of distribution which the
companies followed
of
in its cartel suit charged were illegal.
Justice
Department
11. The European oil shortage stemming from the closure of the
Suez Canal and the Iraq pipeline was mitigated through a combination
of petroleum rationing, substantial pre-Suez inventories, joint MEECOPEG activities, and an unusually mild winter.
12. The record shows increases in first quarter 1957 profits of the 5
companies on MEECO ranged fr6m 13 to 32 percent over first
principal1956
earnings, including''profits made possible only because of
quarter
immunities granted under MEEC schedules.
13, It is recommended that the Attorney General should take immediate steps to withdraw his approval of the plan of action setting up
MEEC.1 The responsible Government agencies should amend the
voluntary agreement relating to foreign petroleum supply by removing
the section which authorizes plans of action. It is also recommended
that

the facts be laid before the Senate Banking and Currency Com14. In the interests of national defense, those provisions of the
voluntary agreement providing for the gathering of information should

mittee.

X P'rsuanft to the r p rtlngrequrent ofthe tDenPriutlon
Act-of il Attoriney
endeidhe
General reported on August '1957. that he had bee'nadvised that the plan of action and the MEEO had
been terminated oh July 31, 1967. However, there is no recommendationin this report to delete from the
agreement the section which authorizes plans of action. The interested Government agencies
voluntary
bave reiterated their belief in the necessity for maiainiing the emergency functions of preparing possible
future plans of action.
.
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be left intact. The responsible Government agencies should immedinew methods for handling possible future oil
ately proceed to devise
Government
emergencies through should be organization. If necessary, specific
requested.
authority
legislative
15. Four American oil companies own the Arabian American Oil Co.
(Aramco) which has a 100-percent monopoly of oil production in
Saudi Arabia. The record disclosed that when this fabulously
profitable concession was in need of additional capital, competitors
were invited to participate rather than relying upon a public stock
four concession-owning companies exclude American
offering. These
all
and
others from purchasing oil from Aramco, by agreecompanies
ments .to 'divide Aramco's production in proportion to their stock
ownership. In addition the pricing arrangements between Aramco
and its four owners result in noncompetitive and monopolistic prices
for Saudi Arabian oil. This joint ownership and distribution pattern,
established for the purpose of avoiding competition by setting up
over the production and sale of Saudi Arabian
monopolistic tocontrols
of the United States the question. as
the
Government
presents
oil,
to whether or not it is in the public interest to allow the European
cartel system to dominate the oil industry.
16. It is recommended that the Department of Justice undertake
a complete study of the joint ownership, purchase, and operating
and its four owners to determine whether
agreements among Aramco
in
have
resulted
they
unreasonably restraining the foreign commerce
of the United States in violation of the antitrust laws.
17. Testimony before the subcommittee disclosed that Aramco was
instrumental in and gave its agreement to the issuance of a Saudi
Arabian income-tax decree designed to divert income taxes from the
United States to Saudi Arabia- in lieu of increased royalty payments.
As a result, the United States has received no revenue in the form of
income taxes from this company on its foreign operations. It is
recommended that appropriate congressional committees review the
legality and the propriety of these arrangements to determine whether
remedial measures or corrective'-legislation are necessary to prevent
future similar devices to deprive the United States of its legitimate
income taxes.
18. The large international oil companies operate through numerous
subsidiaries andiaffiliates,2 many of which are created by charters
issued by foreign governments. In addition, these companies also
retain inactive corporate shells to be used as needed for special
purposes. Contractual arrangements of private oil companies with
foreign governments require congressional scrutiny to determine
whether private interests are bein-g served at the expense of the
public good. It is recommended that legislation be enacted to require
all companies subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to register
with an appropriate agency of the Government all contracts or
as defined in such law, have restrictive effects
which,
agreements
upon the foreign commerce of the United States, and charters of all
subsidiaries and affiliates created under the laws of foreign govern-

ments.

Subsdaris andaifflieFiof:EEO members are listed In bearings, p. 1537 and pendix,pp. 227027.
Unless otherwise noted, hearings refer to Emergency Oil Lift Program and Related Oi Problems, point
bearings before the Committee on the Judiciary and Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U. 8.
Senate, 1957, pts. 1 and 2, hearings, pts. 3 and 4, appendix.
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27X-percent depletion allowance
to production within the
limited
be
granted petroleum producers
United States and its Territories.3
20. Adjustment of imports pursuant to section 7 of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1956, through a voluntary program of
doubtful legality, -or through quantitative restrictions, may give the
foreign oil holdings rigid market positions and
major companies with
on
the
oil they will be allowed to import. This
monopoly profits
raises the question as to whether an import duty would not be a
preferable method of accomplishing the purposes of the act. In addition, such a duty would contribute to the revenue of the United
States.3
21. Allegations were made to this subcommittee that the Office of
Defense Mobilization declined to grant certificates of essentiality to
build an independent pipeline to the west coast because of improper
influence exerted by major west coast oil companies who are defendants in a pending antitrust suit. In view of these charges, the subcommittee asked the Office of Defense Mobilization and the Department of the Interior to furnish information bearing upon the refusal
to grant the certificate of essentiality. There is apparently a complete
lack of coordination between ODM and its advisory agencies as to
procedures and criteria utilized in the issuance of certificates of
for the oil industry. It is recommended that the approessentiality
of the Congress review the granting of certificates
committees
priate
of essentiality to determine whether the intention of Congress under
the Defense Production Act is being carried out. The exclusion of
district V from alny import restriction in the Cabinet Committee's
recent recommendations is a recognition that the west coast is a deficit
oil area and would justify the Office of Defense Mobilization's re19. It is recommended that the

appraisal of the need for a pipeline from the surplus producing areas
of Texas to the west coast.
22. In view of the charges of discrimination made before this suband in view of the power possessed by major integrated
committee,
oil companies through ownership of more than 90 percent of pipeline
in the United States, it is recommended that the Departcapacity
of
ment Justice initiate an immediate investigation along the following
lines:
(a) Monopolization of common-carrier pipeline transportation,
including extent of interest in trucking companies.
(b) Use: of controlled pipelines to deny independent producers
a competitive market for crude oil.
(c) Use of controlled pipelines to restrict sources of oil to
independent refineries.
(d) Crude oil price discrimination against producers.
(e) Pipeline proration.

23. Historical review of involvement of the oil industry with programs and objectives of the Government discloses that the industry hias
consistently been the beneficiary of preferential treatment, especially
with respect to receiving various types of immunity from antitrust
prosecution. Opinions by the Attorney General have in fact conSenator Estes ieiuvier, cha mani who joins n this report of the subcommittee, desires to note that he
has reservations as to recommendation
No. and
with reference to No. he has doubts that an
19,

that

20,

Im-

port duty would be a preferable method of accomplishing the purposes of the act as suggested In the last
two sentences of this recommendation.
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ferred antitrust immunity upon companies in the oil industry under
of doubtful legality since no express statutory authority
procedures
existed for such grants.
24. The Congress should undertake a comprehensive study of all
General in the form of
Attorney
grants of orantitrust immunity by the letters
for
the purpose of deterso-called
"green light"
opinions
should be granted
law
the
from
antitrust
immunities
whether
mining
authorization.
only
through express legislative
25. Pending such study, the Attorney General should not grant
antitrust immunity in any form where joint action by oil companies
is involved, particularly relating to the proposed international oil
in the Middle East and any program for voluntary restriction
pipeline
of oil imports.
26. The use of oil-industry personnel on a voluntary basis or as
policy and determiadvisory committees formulating governmental
branch over
of
the
executive
the
nation has characterized
operations
that
is
It
recommended
a long period of years.
legislation be enacted
to require that all advisory committees, voluntary agreements, and
under the chairmanship, administration,
groups should besalaried
joint-action
Government employees.
of
and supervision full-time
in
1957 triggered petroleum27. Crude price increases
January
in
an estimated annual cost to conresulting
price increases
product
billion
and
sumers in excess of $1
$84 million to the United States
Defense Department. These price increases were more profitable to
the majors than to the domestic producers because costs of foreign production had not increased in the same proportiionias the costs of indeproducers. The latter have little control over price
pendent domestic
or production and must usually go along with the prices established
thereby the integrated companies. The power to control the market,
is not
this
and
fore,' lies largely with the ajor integrated companies,
entire
substantially affected by cost changes affecting the with industry.
administer28. The major integrated oil companies entrusted
used
the Suez
ing the Government objectives of the MEEC program
crisis as a pretext to increase crude-oil prices This increase brought
forth no additional domestic crude oil for shipment to Europe.
29. The record disclosed that while the executive branch elected to
delegate responsibility for this program to the private oil companies,
it indicated little concern and made no appreciable effort to utilize
the influence of the executive branch to curb price increases.
30. There is a competitive market. for industrial fuels in which oil
and coal compete. During the course of the hearings the coal insubmitted a statement, and evidence in support thereof, chargdustry
ing that importers of residual oil pursued a deliberate pricing policy
the coal industry. In view of such charges, it is
designed to harm
recommended that the Department of Justice, during the course of
the pending grand jury investigation at Alexandria, Va., determine
of residual oil have in fact engaged in pricing
whether importers
in
of the antitrust laws.violation
practices
31. In view of tie failure of the executive branch to deal successfully
withl'the pressing problem of imports, the inadequacy of a coordinated
the deficit in
pipelines andandtankers,
transportation
policyoilforonboth
the
the
west
of
crude
anticompetitive
coast,
production
results of recent oil industry programs, it is recommended that an
committee of the Congress study and propose a national
appropriate
for the consideration of the Congress.
oil
for
policy

